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This information is provided by the Washington State Gambling Commission, but 
the instruction is the responsibility of the card room management
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This is how the orientation material is organized in your lesson plan
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Train for required Functions

 This class is a summary of the rules – Consult your rules manual for actual text

 You are responsible for knowing all the rules and regulations which govern the gambling activities 
you are working in.

 Your employer is responsible for ensuring all employees are adequately trained for their required 
job functions, including appropriate access to internal controls.

Consequences From Gambling Commission of failing to follow Laws and Rules

 Administrative violations can be handled with a range of actions from verbal warnings to 
revocation of license depending on the circumstances.

 Criminal violations such as cheating, theft, fraud, conspiracy, professional gambling, etc. carry 
penalties ranging from a gross misdemeanor to Class B felony with prison terms up to 10 years and 
fines exceeding $20,000.

 Some violations against card room owners may also be charged against employees who knew but 
did not report those violations to the Commission.

Voluntary Compliance

 The WSGC promotes the concept of voluntary compliance as opposed to an automatic fine system 
for violations.  This happens through licensee education, training, and assistance in interpreting rules.

 Voluntary compliance reduces the number of violations, regulatory burden, and expense of 
hearings for both the licensee and commission.
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 If you do any of the duties listed here, you are considered a card room 
employee who must be licensed by the commission.

 There are many different departments within the card room.  Pay attention to 
the information because your duties can effect other departments.  

 Game starters are people hired by an owner of a card room to play in a Poker 
game, due to the fact the game may not start without a certain number of players.
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Are you a class A or B card room employee?  

Most of you will be class B, since class A only works in a class E card room where 
table time is collected.  If they allow any other method of fee collection, have PSJ’S, 
or are house banked, they will need a class B license.  All house dealers need to be 
licensed.  If the deal rotates amongst the players then licensing is not required.

 Class A – work in a Class E card room (only player banked poker played and 
the house charges fees based on time sitting in a chair playing).  

 Class B – work in a Class E card room that offers Player Supported Jackpots 
(PSJ’s) or collects fees based on raking the pot each hand OR work in a Class HB 
card room (house banked).
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The WSGC feels these types of violations have the greatest impact on the integrity 
of gambling, so they take them VERY SERIOUSLY.  You should also.

Statement of Charges, Revocation of License, and/or severe monetary penalties will 
be enforced if any of the following occur:

 Working with no license or an expired license

 Cheating

 Stealing/Theft

 Lying
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 We have listed the possible outcomes of a violation in a wheel format, not a 
continuum format.  What we mean by this is the WSGC doesn’t always move from 
a verbal warning, to a N.O.V.A.S., to a statement of charges.  If your violation is one 
we just finished talking about in the previous slide, your license may be revoked on 
the first violation.

 An agent can use any one of these actions when bringing an employee or 
owner back into compliance.  This will depend on the frequency of the violation, the 
licensee’s past experience with this same violation, and the severity of the violation.

 Example: If you forgot to wear your nametag, you will receive a verbal 
warning.  If you forget it consistently, you could receive an NOI or ultimately a 
statement of charges.  
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 Issued by the agent.

 Most common example of the concept of voluntary compliance.

 Usually the initial notice of a rule or law violation issued to an owner or 
licensed employee.

 Documented in an agent’s route book so they do become a permanent record.

 If violation occurs again, past history will reflect that and could lead to a more 
serious consequence.
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As an example, you were given a verbal warning for failing 
to “time and date” stamp customer checks received in the 
cage.  The agent comes back at a later date and the same 
violation has occurred again.  You would be issued a 
warning letter for this violation.  If it occurred again, a 
NOVAS or a Statement of Charges would be issued.
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 Similar to a warning letter in that it is a written notice of infraction.  Usually 
completed on-site and a copy is sent directly to the owner of premises.  This means 
your employer will also have a record of any violation the commission finds you 
doing.
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 You will be given the option of accepting the charges and the consequences set 
forth in the charges or you can request an administrative hearing.

 If requested, a hearing date will be set.  You will have the right to be 
represented by an attorney or represent yourself.  Since this is an administrative, not 
criminal, hearing, a court appointed attorney shall not be provided for you.

 A Statement of Charges may cost you:

Legal Fees

Your license

Fines imposed based on the outcome of the hearing
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 Depending on the violation, the judge may decide to suspend or revoke your 
license to work as a card room employee in this state.  

 If you cheat or steal from either the players or your employer you very 
possibly will lose your license.

 The administrative hearing process will be very expensive for you to go 
through and you might still lose your license.

 The outcome of the administrative hearing will be published in the Card Room 
Industry newsletter.  The information published in the newsletter includes the 
licensee’s name, violation, results of the hearing, and any fine paid by the licensee. 
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Listed below are selected sections of the revised code of Washington that are 
Misdemeanors or Gross Misdemeanors.

9.46.170 False or misleading statements, refusal to produce records

9.46.185 Causing a person to violate rule or regulation

9.46.195 Obstruction of a public servant

9.46.196 Cheating in the second degree

9.46.198 Working in a gambling activity without a license

9.46.222 Professional gambling in the 3d degree

9.46.240 Transmitting and receiving gambling information 

9.56.050 Theft in the 3d degree  
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 One year minus a day from date application is received.

As an example, your application is received on March 05, 2006.  The expiration date 
is March 4, 2007.

 You can check your license status by visiting us on our website:  
www.wsgc.wa.gov, under License Status.

 The expiration date remains the same if you transfer to a new employer.
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 The courtesy renewal will list out the cost of renewing the license.  Any 
transfer fees are due at the time they occur.

 Notification is mailed to last address on record.

You are responsible for notifying the commission of any change of address.  If you 
have not received a renewal notification within 30 days of your license expiration 
date please contact WSGC Licensing. You must be currently employed by a card 
room for your license to be renewed.
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Reference the sample of the Card Room Employee Transfer/Add Employer 
Application form in the handout packet provided.

 Your Human Resources Dept. or manager assigned this task will complete the 
Card Room Employee Transfer/Add Employer Application form.  This form can 
only be used if your license has been issued, not pending.
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 Name – You must complete the name change form; submit supporting 
documents (marriage certificate, divorce decree, court order, etc., along with the 
appropriate fees).

 Address – Remember this notification must be in writing.  If we don’t get your 
changes, we will be sending your license renewal, newsletter, and any other 
correspondence to your old address.
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 Remember, all notifications must be made in writing to the commission.

 You are required to notify the commission at the time of arrest or citation 
being issued.  DO NOT wait until your trial has occurred or you have paid the fine.

 The commission does not need to know information about traffic infractions, 
parking tickets, or other violations that are non-criminal.  If in doubt, however, 
report it, because if you don’t and they find out about it, you could lose your license.
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 WSGC and Local Law Enforcement have unlimited access to all areas of the 
operation when you are open for business.

 Procedures for accessing sensitive areas of the premises.

The licensee’s staff may not know the agent or law enforcement officer.  Feel free to 
ask for identification from the person if you do not know them.  There have been 
cases of people “identifying” themselves as agents and attempting to access 
sensitive areas.  

Agents and law enforcement personnel must provide identification in order to 
access any sensitive areas of the premises.  Once inside, all procedures must be 
followed, such as signing in to access the cashier’s cage, etc.

 Procedures for removing records, videotapes, files, etc.

Agents and law enforcement personnel must provide you with an evidence receipt 
prior to removing any items from the premises.
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 Bookmaking – Refer to the the sample “betting slips” in the handout provided.  If you see 
signs of bookmaking being conducted at your or any licensed gambling location, notify the 
commission immediately.  Signs might be betting slips, payoffs occurring on-site, or individuals 
discussing point spreads.

 After hours card games – Due to the extended hours gambling can occur, we have seen a 
decline in these.  However, they still might occur.  If anyone is soliciting for an after hours game 
where the person will be charging a fee to play or taking a rake from the pot, you are required to 
notify the commission immediately.

 Reporting Requirements – Report ALL criminal activity.  If it is not reported and it is 
determined you knew about it and did not report it, you could lose your license.  You can report 
illegal activity anonymously and your name will not be used in any investigation or report.

 Cheating and Theft – There are thousands of ways to cheat or steal from a casino or player.  
Just remember, you will eventually be caught and you will lose your license.

Examples of Cheating and Theft:

Showing cards to players False shuffles during play Pinching/Pressing bets

Not setting hands correctly Overpaying on winning bets

Paying on tie or losing bets Not taking losing bets

Stealing money and/or chips from the table, cage, or the count room.
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 Examples of credit might be:

Giving chips to a customer who has not paid for them.

Accepting a check from a player who has an NSF check on file at your facility.

Allowing an employee to play with “house money”.

 Credit Cards:

Credit cards are not allowed for DIRECT gambling purchases.  ATM machines must be used in order 
for the player to get cash from the card and in turn, use the cash to buy gaming chips.

 Acceptance of Checks:

Checks must be fully negotiable at time of acceptance.

You may not accept third party checks, counter checks issued by the licensee, post-dated checks, or 
checks from a patron on your NSF check list unless you use a check guarantee service.

All checks must be deposited within two (2) banking days.  DO NOT offer to hold a check for longer 
than the two days as a favor to the player.  There have been cases where the player refused to pay on 
the check after the 2 days and threatened to report the card room to the commission for not 
depositing the check as required.  Most problem gamblers have problems with cash flow, and use 
liberal check cashing policies to their advantage. 
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Washington State Council on Problem Gambling – 1-800-547-6133

The problem gambling signs are required by Revised Code of Washington rules, as well as by 
commission rules.  The licensee must prominently post this sign at any public entrance/exit.  You 
should ensure all staff is aware of this requirement and they should notify management if they notice 
the posted sign has been removed.

 Self – exclusion

Dealers, floor supervisors, shift managers, security, and surveillance should be aware of the house 
policy on self-exclusion, who has been self-barred, and what to do if someone requests to be barred 
from gambling.  If a patron is on the premises and has been barred, you should have procedures in 
place to handle this situation.  The commission does not require this policy so it is not enforced by 
them.  However, they encourage all licensees to discuss “responsible” gambling procedures with 
their staff.    

 Intoxicated players

Dealers, floor supervisors, shift managers, security, and surveillance should be aware of the house 
policy on the handling of intoxicated patrons.  If you cut off a person from being served more 
alcohol, then the patron is probably too intoxicated to gamble as well.  WSGC will investigate 
complaints allowing an intoxicated person to gamble.  

Minimum age to gamble is 18 – if in doubt, ask for identification.  Problem gambling among our 
youth is on the rise.  Don’t be a contributor to this situation by allowing those under 18 to gamble at 
your facility. 
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 Only Dealers and cage cashier’s can accept tips from patrons

 For dual rate employees, a record must be kept documenting the hours you 
worked as a dealer or cage cashier for you to receive tips.

 Forced tipping is not allowed!  Do not ask for tips or show favoritism in any 
way to any player.  Remember, the WSGC may have undercover agents working in 
establishments on any shift in any part of the state.
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 Departmentalized by:

Security

Surveillance

Gaming Operations

Accounting

 Know your area of responsibility

• The internal controls are a written set of rules and policies used to govern the 
activities that take place in the casino.

•Each licensee shall ensure all games are closely monitored and operated fairly 
according to the rules.

•The licensee should have a system of internal controls designed to provide 
reasonable assurance of the reliability of the records and the assets are safeguarded.

•Operators are required to inform employees of the internal controls related to their 
respective area of responsibility.

•Internal controls are the basis of the commission inspections and violations could 
lead to statement of charges or revocation of licenses.    
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Signature cards should be current, complete, and filed by department.  

Current means all licensed card room employees should have a signature card on 
file

Complete means all required information is on the card

Filed by department means the cards should be kept according to work area –
gaming, security, accounting, etc.
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 Incompatible Functions – There are certain departments, functions, duties, 
and responsibilities that must be separate from each other to ensure the reliability of 
the information being recorded, counted, or distributed.  These functions cannot be 
mixed.

Examples of Incompatible Functions:

Working in the cage and then on the count team for the same gaming day, unless the 
cashier is the 4th person/verifier when the count is complete.

Working in both security and surveillance.

Working as a cage cashier and then in accounting verifying the documents you filled 
out.

 Required Levels of Supervision

Floor Supervisor responsible for the dealers and the conduct of gaming within the 
pit

Shift Manager responsible for the supervision of the floor supervisors and all 
gaming related activities.
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 CCTV requirements – The WSGC has very specific requirements for what 
needs to be under surveillance, how and when it is recorded, exactly what 
equipment should be used, and how the surveillance room should operate.

 Surveillance is taken seriously. This is one way how the commission will 
find out if any criminal activity is occurring.  All activity in the casino is being 
recorded. There are no areas in the gaming area, cage, and count rooms where 
camera coverage does not exist.

 Any camera view required by the commission is being recorded at all times 
the casino is in operation.  Almost all areas of the casino are covered by camera 
surveillance even during times the casino is not open.

 Surveillance officers on site, your local agent, and local law enforcement 
review these videotapes constantly.  
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